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MOBILE RADIATION SHIELD

This manual contains operation procedures for
the following Biodex product:
#042-522

Radiation Shield, Mobile,
Adjustable Height,
Compact, 1" lead

INTRODUCTION
The Mobile Radiation Shield is a versatile addition to any
PET site. The 1" thick lead panel is 22" w x 19" h. The
panel can be height adjusted within a 10" range. The shield
can be used to protect technologists from sitting or lying
“hot” patients. A fold down shelf is conveniently located to
hold syringe shields, carriers and injectors, etc. Place
shielding where and when it is needed. Wheel and swivel
locks on each caster provide secure placement.

OPERATION
1. Roll the shield into position between the technologist
and patient.
2. Secure the shield in place by pressing down with your
foot on any of the four swivel lock caster brake levers.
Be sure to lock a minimum of two casters.
3. Adjust shield height as explained below.
4. Position injection system on the injection shelf and connect patient.
5. Administer the dose while positioned on the opposite
side of the shield from patient.

To Raise or Lower the Shield
(Refer to Figure 1.)
1. Pull out on the shield locking pins and turn them so that
they remain disengaged.
2. Lift up on the shield height adjustment lever, located
near the top of the shield. While holding the lever up, lift
up or press down on the top of the shield flange to raise
or lower the shield to the desired height.
3. With the shield at the desired height, engage the locking
pins. Be sure the pins are engaged in the detents.
MAINTENANCE
1. As required, clean shield with soap and water.
2. Periodically check that the casters have not loosened.
Tighten if required.
3. Periodically clean and check the caster locks. Replace if
they do not lock properly.

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions: 24" w x 24.25" deep x 32.5" h
(61 x 62 x 83 cm)
Shield: 22" w x 19" h (56 x 48 cm)
Folding Shelf: 24" w x 5" deep (61 x 12.7 cm)
Height Adjustable: 35" to 45" (89 to 114 cm)
Lead Shielding: 1" thick (2.5 cm)
Finish: Powder coat
Weight: 230 lb (104 kg)
Shipping Weight: 366 lb (166 kg)
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Figure 1. Adjustment mechanisms for Compact AdjustableHeight Mobile Radiation Shield.
1. Shield locking pins
2. Shield height adjustment lever
3. Shield flange
4. Injection shelf
5. Locking casters

REPLACEMENT PARTS
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